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PRO PARAGRAPH: 

 

The argument for Independent Schools to adopt Common Core standards in Mathematics relies 

on the power of information to inform instruction and learning.  One argument is based on 

standardization.  Incorporating Common Core allows independent schools to demonstrate the 

success of math instruction and outcomes against nationally accepted norms using well 

researched standards.  Furthermore, the Common Core standards can be used as minimum 

standards which schools aim to exceed.  Secondly, adopting Common Core allows Independent 

Schools to use assessments that are well regulated, research based.  These assessments can be 

viewed as formative for such schools, and meaningful data can be analyzed to better evaluate the 

learning that occurs in mathematics in Independent Schools.  Finally, the Common Core 

standards for mathematics are deeply aligned with the 21st century skills that are the hallmarks 

of current Independent School focus.  Though the reputation of Common Core may be one of 

routinization and high stakes testing, the standards themselves are valuable guidelines for the 

construction of a comprehensive, deep and ultimately successful program in mathematics.   

 

CON PARAGRAPH: 

 

By contrast, the major arguments against adopting the Common Core in independent schools 

involve concerns about autonomy and assessment. A national program of this kind demands that 

certain concepts and skills be taught by a certain time and that this knowledge be demonstrated 

in a particular way. So much of the value of an independent school is that fact that it offers an 

alternative for those students and families who find that large-scale schooling does not reach 

them. Just as many college students thrive on personal interaction with professors in a small, 

liberal arts setting, many high school students respond to a curriculum dictated by a teacher who 

knows best how they learn and who has the autonomy to design learning tasks suited to unique 

set of minds in front of her. In addition, national standardized tests continually come under fire 

as being poor indicators of a student’s knowledge or growth. Teaching to a test would not inspire 

the curiosity and thorough investigation that leads to true subject mastery; instead, such an 

approach would promote anxiety and a focus on guessing which questions will be asked on such 

a test. True education inspires students to develop proper habits of mind that lead to lifelong 

learning, and a short-term focus on a test counteracts such development by valuing extrinsic over 

intrinsic measures.  
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